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Whitaker's Books in Print 1998
Inverse Problems and Optimal Design in Electricity and
Magnetism P. Neittaanmäki 1996-01-11 The impact of optimization
methods in electromagnetism has been much less than in mechanical
engineering and particularly the solution of inverse problems in structural
mechanics. This book addresses this omission: it will serve as a guide to
the theory as well as the computer implementation of solutions. It is selfcontained covering all the mathematical theory necessary.
Development of the Consequent Pole Permanent Magnet Machine Juan A.
Tapia 2002
Integrated Electrical and Electronic Engineering for Mechanical Engineers
Charles Fraser 1994 Basic electrical technology. Analogue electronics.
Electrical actuators.
Energy-Based Control of Electromechanical Systems Victor Manuel
Hernández-Guzmán 2020-12-01 This book introduces a passivity-based
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approach which simpliﬁes the controller design task for AC-motors. It
presents the application of this novel approach to several classes of AC
motors, magnetic levitation systems, microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) and rigid robot manipulators actuated by AC motors. The novel
passivity-based approach exploits the fact that the natural energy
exchange existing between the mechanical and the electrical subsystems
allows the natural cancellation of several high order terms during the
stability analysis. This allows the authors to present some of the simplest
controllers proposed in scientiﬁc literature, but provided with formal
stability proofs. These simple control laws will be of use to practitioners as
they are robust with respect to numerical errors and noise ampliﬁcation,
and are provided with tuning guidelines. Energy-based Control of
Electromechanical Systems is intended for both theorists and
practitioners. Therefore, the stability proofs are not based on abstract
mathematical ideas but Lyapunov stability theory. Several interpretations
of the proofs are given along the body of the book using simple energy
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ideas and the complete proofs are included in appendices. The complete
modeling of each motor studied is also presented, allowing for a thorough
understanding. Advances in Industrial Control reports and encourages the
transfer of technology in control engineering. The rapid development of
control technology has an impact on all areas of the control discipline. The
series oﬀers an opportunity for researchers to present an extended
exposition of new work in all aspects of industrial control.
Modern Electric Vehicle Technology C. C. Chan 2001 A comprehensive and
up-to-date reference book on modern electric vehicle technology, which
covers the engineering philosophy, state-of-the-art technology, and
commercialisation of electrical vehicles.
Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book Edward H. Smith 2013-09-24
Mechanical Engineer’s Reference Book, 12th Edition is a 19-chapter text
that covers the basic principles of mechanical engineering. The ﬁrst
chapters discuss the principles of mechanical engineering, electrical and
electronics, microprocessors, instrumentation, and control. The
succeeding chapters deal with the applications of computers and
computer-integrated engineering systems; the design standards; and
materials’ properties and selection. Considerable chapters are devoted to
other basic knowledge in mechanical engineering, including solid
mechanics, tribology, power units and transmission, fuels and
combustion, and alternative energy sources. The remaining chapters
explore other engineering ﬁelds related to mechanical engineering,
including nuclear, oﬀshore, and plant engineering. These chapters also
cover the topics of manufacturing methods, engineering mathematics,
health and safety, and units of measurements. This book will be of great
value to mechanical engineers.
New Trends in Electrical Vehicle Powertrains Luis Romeral Martinez
2019-01-30 The electric vehicle and plug-in hybrid electric vehicle play a
fundamental role in the forthcoming new paradigms of mobility and
energy models. The electriﬁcation of the transport sector would lead to
advantages in terms of energy eﬃciency and reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, but would also be a great opportunity for the introduction of
renewable sources in the electricity sector. The chapters in this book show
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a diversity of current and new developments in the electriﬁcation of the
transport sector seen from the electric vehicle point of view: ﬁrst, the
related technologies with design, control and supervision, second, the
powertrain electric motor eﬃciency and reliability and, third, the
deployment issues regarding renewable sources integration and charging
facilities. This is precisely the purpose of this book, that is, to contribute to
the literature about current research and development activities related
to new trends in electric vehicle power trains.
Brushless Servomotors Yasuhiko Dote 1990 This practical introduction for
those unfamiliar with servomotors and motion control covers power and
drive electronics, mechatronics and control electronics, power
semiconductor devices, microprocessors, controllers, sensors, magnetic
materials, design methods and applications.
Oﬃcial Journal (patents) Great Britain. Patent Oﬃce 1995
Electric Drives and Their Controls Richard M.. Crowder 1995 This work
explains how to size, select and implement an industrial drive system. The
author oﬀers a practical but structured approach which places particular
emphasis on smaller drive systems. Examples are given from the machine
tool and robotics industries.
Vector Control and Dynamics of AC Drives D. W. Novotny 1996 Continued
advances in power electronics and computer control technology make
possible the implementation of a.c. drive systems in place of d.c. The a.c.
systems are usually more eﬃcient, and more reliable, more controllable
and require a cheaper motor construction. These are strong commercial
reasons driving change. The disadvantage is a degree of complexity in the
drive control system; this book explains that complexity.
Time Domain Wave-splittings and Inverse Problems Sailing He 1998 This
is an introduction to recent developments in the application of wavesplitting methods to direct and inverse scattering of wave ﬁelds. Here
wave-splitting refers to the decomposition of the total ﬁeld into two
components which propagate in opposite directions. Although the text
emphasizes time domain methods, it includes some applications to
frequency domain problems.
British Book News 1989 Includes no. 53a: British wartime books for young
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people.
The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells 2004
The Industrial Electronics Handbook - Five Volume Set Bogdan M.
Wilamowski 2011-03-04 Industrial electronics systems govern so many
diﬀerent functions that vary in complexity-from the operation of relatively
simple applications, such as electric motors, to that of more complicated
machines and systems, including robots and entire fabrication processes.
The Industrial Electronics Handbook, Second Edition combines traditional
and new
Electric Aircraft Dynamics Ranjan Vepa 2020-07-29 Electric Aircraft
Dynamics: A Systems Engineering Approach surveys engineering sciences
that underpin the dynamics, control, monitoring, and design of electric
propulsion systems for aircraft. It is structured to appeal to readers with a
science and engineering background and is modular in format. The closely
linked chapters present descriptive material and relevant mathematical
modeling techniques. Taken as a whole, this ground-breaking text equips
professional and student readers with a solid foundation for advanced
work in this emerging ﬁeld. Key Features: Provides the ﬁrst systemsbased overview of this emerging aerospace technology Surveys lowweight battery technologies and their use in electric aircraft propulsion
Explores the design and use of plasma actuation for boundary layer and
ﬂow control Considers the integrated design of electric motor-driven
propellers Includes PowerPoint slides for instructors using the text for
classes Dr. Ranjan Vepa earned his PhD in applied mechanics from
Stanford University, California. He currently serves as a lecturer in the
School of Engineering and Material Science, Queen Mary University of
London, where he has also been the programme director of the Avionics
Programme since 2001. Dr. Vepa is a member of the Royal Aeronautical
Society, London; the Institution of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE), New York; a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy; a member of
the Royal Institute of Navigation, London; and a chartered engineer.
De vlakte Gerald Murnane 2020-02-11 Speels en dromerig meesterwerk,
waarin een man op de Australische vlakte arriveert in de hoop een ﬁlm te
maken over de vreemde cultuur van de bewoners. Gerald Murnane is
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tachtig, schreef zo’n vijftien boeken, The New York Times noemde hem
‘de grootste auteur in het Engelse taalgebied’ en hij lijkt een
gedoodverfde Nobelprijswinnaar. Toch hebben veel mensen nog nooit van
de Australiër gehoord. Misschien komt dat doordat Murnane in het
gehucht Goroke woont, omringd door stapels archieven van zijn eigen
schrijfsels. Hij heeft nog nooit in een vliegtuig gezeten, heeft geen tv en
geen computer: hij schrijft met één vinger op zijn typemachine. Als hij niet
schrijft, staat hij achter de bar van de lokale golfclub. Zijn roman De
vlakte, die in 1982 verscheen, geldt in kleine kring al als een
meesterwerk. Nu wordt het hoog tijd dat zijn werk het grote publiek
bereikt. Met De vlakte debuteert Murnane op spectaculaire wijze in het
Nederlands taalgebied. In deze roman arriveert een jongeman op de
Australische vlakte in de hoop een ﬁlm te kunnen maken over de
vreemde, maar rijke cultuur van haar bewoners. Het resultaat is een
minutieuze verkenning van het vlakke Australische binnenland en zijn
landeigenaren.
Artiﬁcial-Intelligence-based Electrical Machines and Drives Peter
Vas 1999-01-28 This is the ﬁrst comprehensive book which discusses
numerous AI applications to electrical machines and drives. It presents a
detailed and uniﬁed mathematical and physical treatment, and contains
many worked examples, presents numerous simulation results and shows
a large number of experimental results obtained on diﬀerent DSP
systems. It is essential reading for anyone interested in acquiring a solid
background in AI-based electrical machines and drives, including
students, teachers and other academics, and an industrial readership.
The Mechatronics Handbook - 2 Volume Set Robert H. Bishop 2002-02-26
Mechatronics has evolved into a way of life in engineering practice, and
indeed pervades virtually every aspect of the modern world. As the
synergistic integration of mechanical, electrical, and computer systems,
the successful implementation of mechatronic systems requires the
integrated expertise of specialists from each of these areas. De
Permanent-magnet and Brushless DC Motors Takashi Kenjō 1985 Small
electric motors are crucial to the manufacture of industrial robots,
numerically controlled machines, and computer peripherals such as disk
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drives and printers. In this handbook, Dr. Kenjo considers two of the most
important small motors, permanent-magnet and brushless DC motors,
explaining how to select the most suitable motor for the the intended
application and how to design the drive circuitry. The book provides clear
descriptions of the basic machine structure, the constructional
relationships between conventional and brushless DC machines, and the
drive and control circuitry. Generously illustrated and easy-to-follow.
Intelligent Control Yasuhiko Dote 1998 This book describes intelligent
control and its use in power electronic systems, speciﬁcally AC motor
drives and uninterruptable power supply (UPS) systems. The book covers
both the fundamentals of the subject and its practical applications. From
the Foreword by Lofti A. Zadeh, Director of Berkeley Soft Computing
Center, California: What is unusual about [this book] is that it starts with a
description of more or less classical control techniques; moves on to
modern control and state space techniques; addresses in detail the
complex issues arising in the analysis and design of robust control; takes
up digital signal processing controllers; and ﬁnally, presents a very
insightful exposition of soft computing techniques and their application to
advanced control of AC drives and UPS systems.
Electrical Machines Jacek F. Gieras 2016-10-14 This book endeavors to
break the stereotype that basic electrical machine courses are limited
only to transformers, DC brush machines, induction machines, and
wound-ﬁeld synchronous machines. It is intended to serve as a textbook
for basic courses on Electrical Machines covering the fundamentals of the
electromechanical energy conversion, transformers, classical electrical
machines, i.e., DC brush machines, induction machines, wound-ﬁeld rotor
synchronous machines and modern electrical machines, i.e., switched
reluctance machines (SRM) and permanent magnet (PM) brushless
machines. In addition to academic research and teaching, the author has
worked for over 18 years in US high-technology corporative businesses
providing solutions to problems such as design, simulation, manufacturing
and laboratory testing of large variety of electrical machines for electric
traction, energy generation, marine propulsion, and aerospace electric
systems.
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American Book Publishing Record 1995
Mechatronic Systems, Sensors, and Actuators Robert H. Bishop
2007-11-19 The ﬁrst comprehensive and up-to-date reference on
mechatronics, Robert Bishop’s The Mechatronics Handbook was quickly
embraced as the gold standard for the ﬁeld. With updated coverage on all
aspects of mechatronics, The Mechatronics Handbook, Second Edition is
now available as a two-volume set. Each installment oﬀers focused
coverage of a particular area of mechatronics, supplying a convenient and
ﬂexible source of speciﬁc information. This seminal work is still the most
exhaustive, state-of-the-art treatment of the ﬁeld available. Mechatronics
Systems, Sensors, and Actuators: Fundamentals and Modeling presents
an overview of mechatronics, providing a foundation for those new to the
ﬁeld and authoritative support for seasoned professionals. The book
introduces basic deﬁnitions and the key elements and includes detailed
descriptions of the mathematical models of the mechanical, electrical,
and ﬂuid subsystems that comprise mechatronic systems. New chapters
include Mechantronics Engineering Curriculum Design and Numerical
Simulation. Discussion of the fundamental physical relationships and
mathematical models associated with commonly used sensor and
actuator technologies complete the coverage. Features Introduces the key
elements of mechatronics and discusses new directions Presents the
underlying mechanical and electronic mathematical models comprising
many mechatronic systems Provides a detailed discussion of the process
of physical system modeling Covers time, frequency, and sensor and
actuator characteristics
Sensorless Vector and Direct Torque Control Peter Vas 1998 In
recent years, vector-controlled a.c. drives have taken over from more
conventional d.c. drives. Vas examines the sensorless vector-controlled
drives and direct torque-controlled drives, and looks at their applications.
VSC-FACTS-HVDC Enrique Acha 2019-04-04 An authoritative reference
on the new generation of VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC systems and their
applicability within current and future power systems VSC-FACTS-HVDC
and PMU: Analysis, Modelling and Simulation in Power Grids provides
comprehensive coverage of VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC systems within the
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context of high-voltage Smart Grids modelling and simulation. Readers
are presented with an examination of the advanced computer modelling
of the VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC systems for steady-state, optimal
solutions, state estimation and transient stability analyses, including
numerous case studies for the reader to gain hands-on experience in the
use of models and concepts. Key features: Wide-ranging treatment of the
VSC achieved by assessing basic operating principles, topology structures,
control algorithms and utility-level applications. Detailed advanced
models of VSC-FACTS and VSC-HVDC equipment, suitable for a wide range
of power network-wide studies, such as power ﬂows, optimal power ﬂows,
state estimation and dynamic simulations. Contains numerous case
studies and practical examples, including cases of multi-terminal VSCHVDC systems. Includes a companion website featuring MATLAB software
and Power System Computer Aided Design (PSCAD) scripts which are
provided to enable the reader to gain hands-on experience. Detailed
coverage of electromagnetic transient studies of VSC-FACTS and VSCHVDC systems using the de-facto industry standard PSCAD /EMTDC
simulation package. An essential guide for utility engineers, academics,
and research students as well as industry managers, engineers in
equipment design and manufacturing, and consultants.
Design of Brushless Permanent-magnet Motors J. R. Hendershot
1994 Brushless permanent-magnet motors provide simple, low
maintenance, and easily controlled mechanical power. Written by two
leading experts on the subject, this book oﬀers the most comprehensive
guide to the design and performance of brushless permanent-magnetic
motors ever written. Topics range from electrical and magnetic design to
materials and control. Throughout, the authors stress both practical and
theoretical aspects of the subject, and relate the material to modern
software-based techniques for design and analysis. As new magnetic
materials and digital power control techniques continue to widen the
scope of the applicability of such motors, the need for an authoritative
overview of the subject becomes ever more urgent. Design of Brushless
Permanent-Magnet Motors ﬁts the bill and will be read by students and
researchers in electric and electronic engineering.
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Fifth European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications: Drives II
1993
Applied Mechanics Reviews 1995
IECON' 90 IEEE Industrial Electronics Society 1990
Power Electronics and Motor Drives Bogdan M. Wilamowski
2018-10-03 The Industrial Electronics Handbook, Second Edition combines
traditional and newer, more specialized knowledge that will help industrial
electronics engineers develop practical solutions for the design and
implementation of high-power applications. Embracing the broad
technological scope of the ﬁeld, this collection explores fundamental
areas, including analog and digital circuits, electronics, electromagnetic
machines, signal processing, and industrial control and communications
systems. It also facilitates the use of intelligent systems—such as neural
networks, fuzzy systems, and evolutionary methods—in terms of a
hierarchical structure that makes factory control and supervision more
eﬃcient by addressing the needs of all production components.
Enhancing its value, this fully updated collection presents research and
global trends as published in the IEEE Transactions on Industrial
Electronics Journal, one of the largest and most respected publications in
the ﬁeld. Power Electronics and Motor Drives facilitates a necessary shift
from low-power electronics to the high-power varieties used to control
electromechanical systems and other industrial applications. This volume
of the handbook: Focuses on special high-power semiconductor devices
Describes various electrical machines and motors, their principles of
operation, and their limitations Covers power conversion and the higheﬃciency devices that perform the necessary switchover between AC and
DC Explores very specialized electronic circuits for the eﬃcient control of
electric motors Details other applications of power electronics, aside from
electric motors—including lighting, renewable energy conversion, and
automotive electronics Addresses power electronics used in very-highpower electrical systems to transmit energy Other volumes in the set:
Fundamentals of Industrial Electronics Control and Mechatronics Industrial
Communication Systems Intelligent Systems
IAS '94 IEEE Industry Applications Society. Meeting 1994
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Stepping motors 1982
Brushless Permanent-magnet and Reluctance Motor Drives T. J. E. Miller
1989 A presentation of the theory of brushless d.c. drives to help
engineers appreciate the potential of such motors and apply them more
widely, by taking into account developments in permanent-magnet
materials, power semiconductors, electronic control and motor design.
Electrical Machine Analysis Using Finite Elements Nicola Bianchi
2005-06-17 From the fan motor in your PC to precision control of aircraft,
electrical machines of all sizes, varieties, and levels of complexity
permeate our world. Some are very simple, while others require exacting
and application-speciﬁc design. Electrical Machine Analysis Using Finite
Elements provides the tools necessary for the analysis and design of any
type of electrical machine by integrating mathematical/numerical
techniques with analytical and design methodologies. Building
successively from simple to complex analyses, this book leads you stepby-step through the procedures and illustrates their implementation with
examples of both traditional and innovative machines. Although the
examples are of speciﬁc devices, they demonstrate how the procedures
apply to any type of electrical machine, introducing a preliminary theory
followed by various considerations for the unique circumstance. The
author presents the mathematical background underlying the analysis,
but emphasizes application of the techniques, common strategies, and
obtained results. He also supplies codes for simple algorithms and reveals
analytical methodologies that universally apply to any software program.
With step-by-step coverage of the fundamentals and common procedures,
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Electrical Machine Analysis Using Finite Elements oﬀers a superior
analytical framework that allows you to adapt to any electrical machine,
to any software platform, and to any speciﬁc requirements that you may
encounter.
Electromechanical Engineering Charles Fraser 1994 Learn how to
make direct use of the new technology in your applications in this wideranging yet in-depth treatment of the development of mechatronic
products and processes.
Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Brushless Machines Jacek F. Gieras
2008-03-26 Axial Flux Permanent Magnet (AFPM) brushless machines are
modern electrical machines with a lot of advantages over their
conventional counterparts. This timeless and revised second edition deals
with the analysis, construction, design, control and applications of AFPM
machines. The authors present their own research results, as well as
signiﬁcant research contributions made by others.
Books in Print 1995
Permanent-magnet and Brushless DC Motors Takashi Kenjō 1985 Small
electric motors are crucial to the manufacture of industrial robots,
numerically controlled machines, and computer peripherals such as disk
drives and printers. In this handbook, Dr. Kenjo considers two of the most
important small motors, permanent-magnet and brushless DC motors,
explaining how to select the most suitable motor for the the intended
application and how to design the drive circuitry. The book provides clear
descriptions of the basic machine structure, the constructional
relationships between conventional and brushless DC machines, and the
drive and control circuitry. Generously illustrated and easy-to-follow.
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